By Azriella Savae Przybylski
No matter what or who people are always freaking assholes. You walk down the hall and you
get pushed you walk down the stairs you get trampled, you go into the bathroom and there’s
people in there so you wait until they leave to go to the bathroom and sometimes they don’t so
your sitting in the stall like a complete weirdo, teachers holding you back from your lunch bc 1 I
repeat 1 kid talked! Supposed to have a meeting with the counselor but it always has to get
rescheduled bc she has meetings, I’m losing my best friend for crying out loud! The only one
that relates to me., you make one wrong move in class like walk in front of someone on accident
and they get all pissy bc of it, staring at the ground walking to your classes bc you feel like
everyone is staring at you, sitting in lunch staring at your food talking bc your scared if you look
in the lunch line that bitch that attacked you is gonna say something and attack you again,
walking down the hall with your head down but watching your surroundings making sure people
that want to fight you aren’t coming after you, you getting good grades in your classes especially
in math when you don’t know what the hell your doing so when regents come your scared and
you fail them and your right back where you left off in the same seat you were last year, missing
school saying your sick bc you couldn’t sleep the night before and your scared of falling asleep
in math class and the teacher staring at you telling you to get your calculator embarrassing you
more then your already embarrassed, not going to breakfast bc you walk to school alone and
anxiety gets the best of you and you don’t want to walk in front of everyone or sit at a table by
yourself and be embarrassed so you don’t eat until lunch when you can’t decide to get pizza or
a spicy chicken patty, they have green beans. You want them because your really hungry but
your scared people are going to judge you for getting them. Walking alone to all your classes
while you notice everyone else is in groups and having fun and laughing while your walking with
your head down focused on being the first one to class to get your stuff so people don’t see you
get your things bc your embarrassed. Walking down the hall pulling out your phone even tho
you know you don’t have data bc your embarrassed for walking with your head down and being
alone, thinking about what people say bc your hoodie is way too big on you and your shoes are
all fucked up, going up the stairs in pace with everyone so people don’t call you slow even tho
your gasping for air bc you can’t breathe bc you have asthma and all those stairs are a work
out, getting to the top of the final stair trying to breathe very quietly even tho your gasping for it
feeling like your about to die bc you can not breathe, you have to stay quiet when you breathe
really heavy bc you don’t want people to look at you and you be embarrassed, you wake up and
put on so much perfume bc you don’t want people to think your a scum bc of your clothes, you
don’t wear shirts without 3 hoodies over it bc school is freezing and you have a bit of a stomach
and are embarrassed of it and what people will say, the one day you don’t wear a hoodie bc you
were feeling yourself someone calls you a rat, at least 12 people ask if your pregnant or mention
the word pregnant bc of your belly, you see all these girls with such long pretty hair and wish
you were them and regret ever cutting your hair wondering why your hair is so short, it curls so
you feel like your not pretty bc when your hair curls it makes your hair look shorter. Not getting
up to throw your lunch away bc your embarrassed of people looking at you and your still hungry
at lunch so you ask someone to get you a second lunch and they do so you have 2 means and
you feel really fat. Walking to school and going to the cross walk waiting for the light to turn red

it’s embarrassing bc everyone can see you, your at least 50 ft from the light and it’s red so you
walk slower and and pretend your on your phone walking until it turns green then walks faster
for it to turn red then you pull out your phone to cross bc your embarrassed and the people
turning waiting for you to cross wondering what their saying like go faster dumb bitch I’m in a
hurry, always crosses my mind. I hate walking to school when it snows bc the shortcut I go i will
fall in front of all those cars it’s embarrassing so your very careful and you talk to yourself going
down the slippery slope. When you walk into science class with your head down bc so many
people are giving you dirty looks, in homeroom looking at your phone eating for 8:05 so you can
leave and be the first one to 1st period and ask the teacher to plug in your phone so you don’t
have to be embarrassed in front of people when you ask. Not knowing your way to gym so you
go with a couple of girls that don’t like you but pretend they do or ask a teacher to go with you.
The only teacher you trust that you can trust that you can talk to about anything but when you
want to tell her something important kids are around so you never get the chance to. School is
so freaking hard it’s not even funny. I hate that school and everyone in it. Your not cool unless
you smoke weed or cigarettes or have sex or go to parties or get drunk. I hate that school so
much. Do you finally understand mom?

